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spacesuits?spacesuits?spacesuits?spacesuits?spacesuits?spacesuits?spacesuits?spacesuits?

Bip, the robot teacher, was always busy taking the 
little robots on learning journeys to find out about 
how things work.

The little robots enjoyed 
their learning journeys so 
much that they wanted to 
go on more.
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How do astronauts get outside their 
spacecraft and go into space?

How does an airlock work?

How do astronauts move about in space?

Glossary of useful words

Here are some of the things they found Here are some of the things they found Here are some of the things they found Here are some of the things they found 
out on their learning journeys………….out on their learning journeys………….out on their learning journeys………….out on their learning journeys………….
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An astronautastronautastronautastronaut is a person who travels into space 
to carry out experiments and do repairs or 
to explore new places.

The word astronaut means 
‘star traveller’ but the furthest 
any astronaut has been is to 
the Moon.

The only way an astronaut can 
survive in space is to stay inside a 
spacecraftspacecraftspacecraftspacecraft or, wear a spacesuitspacesuitspacesuitspacesuit.
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Inside a spacecraft, 
astronauts wear 
comfortable clothes 
because the spacecraft 
protects them and gives 
them air to breathe.
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Why then, do astronauts need spacesuits?
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Part of an astronaut’s job might be to go outside.
Nobody can just ‘go outside’ into space. If they did, 
within two minutes they would die. That’s because 
there is no air to breathe and it’s so cold that 
anyone going outside would freeze.
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Space is a very difficult place to be.
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It’s very cold out in space, unless 
the sun is shining on you but then, 
without any air to protect you, the 
sun’s rays would soon burn you.

Spacesuits protect 
astronauts from
the cold and from
the Sun’s rays.        
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To survive in space, astronauts 
need a spacesuit that not only 
protects their bodies from heat 
and cold but also supplies the 
astronaut with air.  The air 
contains oxygenoxygenoxygenoxygen so they can 
breathe.

Space suits are full of air. 
That’s why they look all 
puffed up.
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The suit not only 
protects the astronaut 
from the cold and the 
Sun, but also from tiny 
rocks that whizz through 
space at high speed.
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Spacesuits are very complicated. 
They have their own air-conditioning, heating, 
air to breathe and water to drink. 

If an astronaut is 
working outside 
for a long time, 
spacesuits have 
everything an 
astronaut needs 
to survive and to 
keep on working 
for up to seven 
hours.
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A spacesuit is a bit like a 
tiny spaceship for one 
person. It has all the most 
important things an 
astronaut needs to stay 
alive out in space. 

Spacesuits take at least 
an hour to put on. An 
astronaut can’t manage 
to put it on by himself 
(or herself) so other 
astronauts have to help. 
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A spacesuit keeps A spacesuit keeps A spacesuit keeps A spacesuit keeps 
an astronaut alive an astronaut alive an astronaut alive an astronaut alive 
outside the outside the outside the outside the 
spacecraft.spacecraft.spacecraft.spacecraft.

Without a Without a Without a Without a 
spacesuit, spacesuit, spacesuit, spacesuit, 
astronauts astronauts astronauts astronauts 

couldn’t survivecouldn’t survivecouldn’t survivecouldn’t survive
in space.in space.in space.in space.
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How do astronauts get outside their How do astronauts get outside their How do astronauts get outside their How do astronauts get outside their 
spacecraft and go into space?spacecraft and go into space?spacecraft and go into space?spacecraft and go into space?
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When astronauts go outside we say that they are When astronauts go outside we say that they are When astronauts go outside we say that they are When astronauts go outside we say that they are 
going to do agoing to do agoing to do agoing to do a spacewalk.spacewalk.spacewalk.spacewalk.

They can’t just They can’t just They can’t just They can’t just 
open a door open a door open a door open a door 
like we open a like we open a like we open a like we open a 
car door, so car door, so car door, so car door, so 
how do they how do they how do they how do they 
get outside the get outside the get outside the get outside the 
spacecraft?spacecraft?spacecraft?spacecraft?
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To get out of the spacecraft 
into space, the astronauts 
go through a special room 
called the airlockairlockairlockairlock..

airlock

airlock hatch

The airlock is like a big 
enclosed tube.
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The astronauts have to go 
through a hatchhatchhatchhatch into the 
airlock. 

Then they change into 
a special spacesuitspacesuitspacesuitspacesuit.

They close the 
hatch behind them 
to stop air escaping 
from the main part 
of the spacecraft. 
If that happened it 
would be very 
dangerous.
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When they are ready, 
they climb out of 
another hatch 
into space then ………..e.

they close the hatch, 
and begin their 
spacewalk.
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How does an airlock work?How does an airlock work?How does an airlock work?How does an airlock work?

First the astronaut opens the inner hatch from the 
mid-deck and climbs into the airlock. Then he 
closes the hatch behind him.

airlock

When he’s inside the airlock, he wriggles into his 
spacesuit. Then he presses a button on the wall to 
let the air out of the airlock.

He then waits for about three minutes. After that 
time has gone by it’s safe for him to open the 
outer hatch and climb out to begin his spacewalk.

outer hatchinner hatch

Click on the slide to find out.
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How do How do How do How do 
astronauts astronauts astronauts astronauts 
move about move about move about move about 
in space?in space?in space?in space?
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Moving about in space is very different to how we 
move about on Earth.

On Earth, something 
called gravitygravitygravitygravity keeps us 
on the ground and stops 
us floating away into 
space. 

In space there is no gravity so astronauts need to 
learn how to move around so they can get on 
with their jobs. It’s not easy!
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Astronauts must first go to Astronaut School. 
There they learn how to use equipment that will 
keep them alive in space.

They have to learn 
how to cope in space 
where there is no 
oxygen and no 
gravity so some of 
their training takes 
place under water.
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An astronaut’s 
spacesuit and 
equipment are very 
heavy but under water, 
everything feels lighter 
and it’s easier to move 
around. Astronauts 
have to learn to use 
equipment and tools 
under water because 
it’s similar to using 
them in space.
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When the new 
astronauts have 
learned to use 
all the equipment 
on board a 
spacecraft and 
learned how to 
cope when there 
is no gravity, 
they are ready 
for their  first 
journey into 
space.
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When they finally leave 
Earth, astronauts - and 
other things that aren’t 
fastened down, float 
around the spaceship. 

We say that they are 
weightlessweightlessweightlessweightless.
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In space there is no up or down. People and 
things float – unless they are fastened down!
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It’s impossible to drink a cup of tea in space 
because the tea would just float out of the cup 
like little bubbles. 

Instead 
astronauts 
have to suck 
drinks through 
a straw.Sa
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Standing, sitting 
and even running 
are so easy that 
muscles begin to 
lose their 
strength.

People can move around without much effort in 
space.
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To stay fit, astronauts exercise regularly on special machines.
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Once they are in space, the astronauts might 
have to go outside to do repairs or other jobs.

They can’t just step outside 
like we step outside our 
houses on Earth. 

First they must put on a 
special spacesuit to 
protect them. Without it 
they couldn’t survive.
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When astronauts 
leave their 
spacecraft they 
need to have a 
way of getting 
back otherwise 
they would float 
off into orbitorbitorbitorbit and 
be lost forever.

The astronaut in the picture is tethered to his 
spacecraft to stop him floating away.
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Sometimes an 
astronaut wears a 
MMMManned MMMManoeuvring 
UUUUnit – an MMUMMUMMUMMU.

It has tiny thrusters 
that move the 
astronaut around 
in space.

MMU
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An MMU is a rocket 
powered backpack.

It has flight controls on 
the ends of the armrests 
so that the astronaut can 
control where he (or she) 
wants to go. Sa
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visor

camera

MMU controls

If an astronaut floated away he could use the MMU 
to fly back to the spacecraft.
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